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INC: SMART MODERN STANDBY ANALYZATION AND RECOVERY

Smart Modern Standby Analyzation and Recovery

Abstract:
The Modern Standby (MS) is a new standby method from Microsoft. The fan is off in
MS. The notebook may not sleep well in MS. The system power is high when the bad
sleep happens. User may put the notebook in MS in backpack. The system temperature
and power consumption are high when the bad sleep happens in backpack. It is a bad
user experience. We provide a method “Smart Modern Standby Analyzation and
Recovery” (SMSAR) to analyze the root cause when the bad sleep status happens in
MS. It can try to recover the bad sleep in MS by retry after analyzation. It can prevent
the high system temperature and consumption in MS if the recovery is success. It can
improve user experience.

Design Construction:
 HW: Standard EC controller and SLP_S0 pin from PCH is connected to EC.
 SW: Application for MS analyzation and recovery in OS.
 BIOS/EC: EC can detect the HW DRIPS status by SLP_S0 pin. EC will wake
the system from modern standby when HW DRIPS is lower than threshold.
BIOS will notify the application for MS analyzation and recovery.
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< Flow Chart and Block Flow Diagram >
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Business Strategy/Advantages

1. The bad sleep may cause by the software or hardware. It is difficult to prevent
the bad sleep. The bad sleep will cause the high system temperature in MS.
“Smart Modern Standby Analyzer and Recovery” (SMSAR) will analyze the
root cause when the bad sleep status happens in MS. It can try to recover the
bad sleep in MS by retry after analyzation. It can prevent the high system
temperature and consumption in MS if the recovery is success. It can improve
user experience.
2. SMSAR also can help user to fix the bad sleep if it is can’t be recovery by
SMSAR. For example, SMSAR can suggest user to download the new
graphic driver if the bad sleep is caused by graphic card. SMSAR can
suggest user to download the hotfix from Microsoft if it is Microsoft known
issue.
3. No addition hardware design. Just need SLP_S0 from PCH is connected to
EC. Only software and firmware efforts. Easy to implement in current system.
.
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